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This study assesses the progress of implementation of Chapter 6 and the extent of its
effect iveness in curbing corruption among state officials . The research focuses specifically at
state officia ls as defined in Article 260 of the 2010 Constitution of Kenya.
Regarding implementation, certa in steps have been taken towards implementing the Chapter .
These steps include the passing of various pieces of legislation by Parliament, the
establishment of various institutions and the application of the law through the cases brought
before the courts. Some of the Icgislations passed include the Leadership and Integrity Act
20 12I and the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission Act 20 11.2 The institutions
established include the Commission for Implementation of the Constitut ion (CIC) and the
Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commiss ion (EACC). Chapter 6 was found to have aided in the
reduction of corruption cumulatively despite the increase in corruption in the year 2014
compared to 20 13 and the numerous reports and corruption scandals reported in the media.
However, desp ite this increase in 20 14, corruption was found to have cumulative ly reduced
since 2010 thus showing the positive effect of Chapter 6.
Despite this success, there are areas of improvement that can be worked on. Firstly, robust
laws need to be passed by Parliament to facilitate implementation. In addition, proper
investigations need to be conducted in order to ensure successful cases against the individuals
responsible. Lastly, the media needs to continue playing an active role in the fight against
corruption.
I No . 1901'2012.
c No. 22 01'20 11.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Corruption has been a rampant problem in the African society. This is an issue that has
persisted since independence and it has been a big issue in Kenya. A Transparency
International poll carried out in 200 I, showed that a quarter or Kenyans believed corruption
to be the single most important issue racing the country, ahead of poverty and unemployment.
Kenya was placed among the most corrupt countrie s in the world in Transparency
Intcrnational' s 20 IaCorruption Perceptions Index.' According to the Eastern Africa Bribery
Indcx 20 12, Kenyan citizens confirmed the widespread experience or bribery, with the
likelihood or bribery demand estimated at 29.5%: This shows the extent or corruption in the
country. There have been many accounts or corruption cases and scandals in the country over
the years such as in the importation of maize and oil and the embezzlement of the free
primary education fund.' Another famous corruption incident is the Anglo-Leasing scandal,
which was thc worst corruption incident or President Kibaki's regime." The study will look at
the Kibaki regime and Uhuru regime.
In 1991 , during President Arap Moi's regime, the United States and other aid-donor nations
told Kenya to introduce political and economic reforms and improvements in human rights or
face major cuts in aid in a period of six months. The warning to the government of President
Daniel Arap Moi was due to the accusations or corruption and political repression in Kenya
at that time.7 There have also been instances where funding by the World Bank has been
suspended due to corrupt ion and bribery incidents. An example or this is the Kenya Urban
Transport Infrastructure Project was halted by the World Bank in 200 I after details of a
bribery scandal came to light. This shows one of the effects of corruption in the Kenyan
econom y. 8
Palmer A. .A N ew future for Kenya": Reform ing a culture of corruption ' Harvard International Review
(20 I 1),34.
·l Martini M. Kenya : overview of corruptton and ami-corruption, Transparency International (2012) , 3.
Avai lablc at http://w\\.w.u4.no/publications/kcnva-overvicw-of-corruption-and-anti-corrupti on/ on 5 March
2015
5Akctch M. 'Abuse of powe r and corruption in Kenya: Will the new constitution enhance government
acco untability?" indian a Journal of Global Legal Studies 18 (20 11 ),342.
6 Martini M, Kenya: overview of corruption and ami- corrupti on (2012) ,2.
7 Grccnllo usc S, Aid donors insist on Kenya reform s, The New York Times, Nov .27 199 1, Available at
http://www.nvtimcs.com/1991/ii /27/world/aid-donors-insist-on-kcnva-reforll1 s.html acccssed on 5 March 2015 .




There havc been attempts undertaken by the gover nment to addre ss this problem, but the
attempted reforms do not seem to have bccn effective. Some of the attempted reforms
include: constitutional reform, the encouragement of an active parliamenta ry culture, the
rcorganisation of thc public serv ice, thc decentralization of decision making and serv ice
delivery, means to encourage civ il soc iety participation and an active media and the
implementation of radica l privatization programmes, There has also been an introduction of a
large number of legal instruments to combat corruption such as the Anti-Corruption and
Economic Crimes Act Chapter 65 and the Public Officers Ethics Act Chapter 183.9 Despite
thcsc attempted reforms corruption is still rampant in our society.
The new Constitution was promulgated in 20 I0 and with it the Kenyan citizens' hope for a
different regime and radical changes in the country especia lly regarding corruption was
rene wed.
This dissertation looks at the e ffec tive ness of Chapter 6 of the Constituti on on leade rship and
integrity in curbing corruption among state officials in Kenya. It looks at the steps taken to
implement provisions in the Chapter. In addition, it looks at the extent of implementat ion of
the provisions of the same Chapter and whether implementat ion of these provisions has
faci litatcd the curbing of corruption among statc offic ials.
1.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The problem is eva luating the progress of implementation of Chapte r 6 of the Constitution
and its resultant effect on corruption among state officials. It is important to respond to the
research problem because corruption has been a rampant prob lem in Kenya since
independence, It has been one of thc problems that has hindered growth in Kenya. Many
efforts have bccn undertaken over the past years so as to provide a lasting solution to this
problem but to no avaiI. However, with thc promulgation of the 20 I0 Constitution, there has
been a renewed expectation for a framework to deal with the problem permanently. This is
espec ially due to thc introduction of Chapter 6. It is therefore important to look at how
effect ive this chapter has been and will be in dea ling with corruption in the country.
9 Per sson 1\, Rothstein B and Tcorcll .I, The failure ojanti-corruption policies a theoretical mischaracterization
ofthe problem. Que st or Government, Working Pape r Series 20 I0, 7.
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Historically, state officers have been known for corruption, lack of accountability and lack of
diligence in the undertaking of their duties. The Chapter was therefore introduced to curb this
problem among state officers. The 20 I0 Constitution was promulgated in 2010 and thus a
time period of 4 to 5 years may not be enough to gauge its effectiveness in a watertight
manner. This is an important consideration in carrying out the research project.
1.2 JUST IFICAT ION OF STUD Y
Curbing corruption and ensuring accountability among state officers will be a direct result of
the effective implementation of Chapter 6 of the 20 I0 Constitution. The Chapter is one of the
new chapters introduced in the 20 I0 Constitution that deals with ensuring accountability
among state officials. The Chapter was introduced as an attempt to break with a past plagued
by mismanagement, misappropriation, nepotism and tribal ism and abuse of power and
impunity.!" The introduction of this new chapter in the Constitution has given Kenyan
citizens aspirations of a more accountable and ethical government and state officials. This
research project therefore , seeks to look at how effective the chapter has been (and will be) in
curbing this problem.
1.3 STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
1.3.1 MAIN OBJECTIVE
To assess the progress of implementation of Chapter 6 and the extent of its effectiveness in
curbing corruption in the country among state officials .
1.3.2 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
I. To find out what laws and institutions have been set up in order to facilitate the
irn plementation of Chapter 6.
2. To find out how Chapter 6 and related laws have been applied and interpreted by the
Courts to state officials specifically.
3, To compare the level of corruption before the 20 I0 Constitution and the level of
corruption after its introduction so as to assess the resultant effect of Chapter 6 on
corruption among state officials. This objective is made in line with the assumption
that the change in corruption levels in the country among state officials is attributable
to the introduction of Chapter 6.




I. What provisions of Chapter 6 have been implemented and applied among state
officia ls?
2. What were the corruptions levels before the 20 I0 Const itution and the introduction of
Chapter 6 and the levels of corrupt ion after its introduction in the country?
1.5 HYPOTHESIS
The intended outcome of the study is that sufficicnt steps have bccn taken to implement
Chapter 6 but this has not had a resultant positive effect on corruption among state officials.
1.6
1.6.1
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
MET HODS OF DATA COLLECTION
Int ernet Se arches
This will involve looking for online books, articles, j ournals, newspaper artielcs, reports and
webs ites related to the research question.
Types ofdata
Secondary data was the main type of data used in the research and analysis. This data was
obtained from books, reports, jo urnals and newspaper artic les. The data analysed was both
qualitative and quantitative data. The quant itative data was obtained from reports and surveys
carr ied out by differcnt organisations and institutions. The quantitative data was used as a
basis for analysing the effect of the implementation of Chapter 6 on corruption among state
officials. The qualitative data was analysed by comparing the results of the different reports
and surveys.
1.7 SCOPE
The dissertation will look specifically at State officers. Article 260 of the 20 10 Constitution
defines a Statc officer as a person holding a State Office. The Article further defines a State
office as the following offices: President, Deputy President, Cabinet Secretary, Member of
Parliament, Judges and Magistrates, Member of a commiss ion to which Chapter Fifteen
applies , holder of an independent office to which Chapter Fifteen applies, Member of a
county assemb ly, governor or deputy governor of a county, or other member of the execut ive
committee of a county government, Attorney-General, Director of Public Prosecutions,
Secretary to thc Cabinet, Principal Secretary, Chief of the Kenya Defence Forces,
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Commander of a service of thc Kenya Defence Forces, Director-General of the National
Intell igence Service, Inspector-General, and thc Deputy Inspectors-General, of the National
Policc Service and an office established and designated as a State office by national
Icgislation.
The scopc of the regime is the Kibaki regime and the Uhuru regime, This is between the ycar
20 I0 and the year 20 14.
1.8 LIMITATIONS
I. The reports used to assess the corruption levels might contradict each other or may be
biased depend ing on the criteria used.
2. The decrease or increase in corruption may not be solely attributable to the
introduction of Chapter 6 but may be influenced by other factors such as the state of
the econo my.
3. The Constitution was promulgated in 20 I0 and thus a time frame of 4 to 5 years may
not be adequate to gauge its effectiveness in a watertight manner.
1.9 CHAPTER BREAKDOWN
I. Int rodu ction
This will provide a brief overview of the entire dissertation. It introduces the reader to the
dissertation, background to the study, statement of the problem, objectives, research
ques tions and the hypothesis.
2. Theor etical Fram ework and Me thodology
This chapter wiII provide the theoretical or conceptual framework on which the dissertation is
based on. Some of the theories relied on include the Natural Law Theo ry, the theory ofj ustice
and individualism,
3. Implementation of Clutpter 6
The chapter will contai n information relating to provisions of Chapter 6 that have been
implemen ted and thc relevant laws put in place to facilitate implementation of Chapter 6. It
wiII also look at the institutions established to faciIitate the implementation of Chapter 6.





4. Comparison and analysis ofcorruption levels in tile country
The chapter will look at the corruption levels in the country before the promulgation of the
20 I0 Constitution and after. The chapter will compare the corruption levels and this will
provide a basis for determining how effective Chapter 6 has been.
5. Findings, Recommendations and Conclusions
The chapter will have study findings and suggestions on what needs to be done in order to




CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The question being tackled is how effective Chapter 6 of the 20 I0 Constitution has been in
curb ing corruption among state offic ials. The jurisprudential basis of the problem is the
purpose of law in society. Natural law theory and posit ive theory are the major theorie s that
expound on the different purposes of law.
Natura l law theory has been expounded by scholars such as Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas.
In the Nico rnac hcan Ethics, Aristotle argued that law supports a virtuous existence, advances
the lives of indiv.i duals and promotes the 'perfect community" ;'! He proposed that people
should employ practical wisdom or act ive reason in order to behave in a way that is
consistent with a virtuous ex istence.l ' In The Politics, Aristotle proposed that the law should
function to promote the ' perfect commun ity' . 13 Aristot le 's view of law is that it is supposed
to ensure a virtuous life that is essentia l for the community. Law should therefore facilitate
the practice of virtues by individuals in society.
St. Thomas Aquinas defines law as the ordinance of reason, for the common good issued by
one who has care of the community and promulgate d." Human law is rooted in natural law.
\-Ie further states that human law is j ust not a mirror that reflects in whole or in part the
demands of natural law. 15 Human laws should not prohibit everything prohibited by natural
law but only the more ser ious kinds of vice, from which most persons can abstain, and those
that inflict harm on others, without the prohibition of which human society cou ld not be
preserved such as murder and theft." Accord ing to Thomas Aquinas, human law emerges
when a public person entrusted with care of the commun ity exercises human reason in order
I I Il imma K and Bi x B. Law and Morality. Ashgatc, ]005, 3-4.
12 Leibo lTM and Thomas M, Legal Theories in Principle , Lawbook. 2004, 54.
13 Vieru S. 'Aristotle' s Infl uence on the Natural Law Theory or St Thomas Aquinas' The Western Australian
Jur ist (20 10). 117.
1.1 C;olding !vi and Edmundson W. The Blackwell Guide to the Philosophy 0/ l.aw and l.egal Theory, ]00 8. / 6
Available at
hllPS:llbollks.!.!OlH! Ie.Cll .kc/oooks'?hI=cn&11'=&id= TZwii,-)iVNsC&oi=rnd&p!.!=PAl 5&dq=natural+Iaw+thcor\'
&ots=R\I'EtrCi XnTm&si!.!=h\'30 \'I')FSml96d IVt"TOY(JO wcVE&rcdiI' esc=\'#v=oncpa!.!c&q=natural%2(J law'Ycl
20thcor\'&f=ti.ll sc accessed on 2nd December , 2015.
IS Golding M, Edmundson W. The Blackwell Guide to the Philosophy 0/Law and Legal Theory, 17.
16 ' Classical Natural Law Theory, St. Thomas Aquinas (1227-1274 ) - the "Angelic Doctor". Law' AvailabIe




to interpret the eterna l law and create laws. A private person cannot make laws because he or
she docs not have coercive power, or the power to inflict penalties. A human law creates a
moral obligation, if it has been promulgated to men by the law-maker and if it is just or
consistent with divine reason, that is, if it promotes the common good. Aquinas
acknowledges that man-made laws may be morally fallible and therefore unjust." Law does
not prescribe all acts of the virtues rather some acts corresponding to each virtue.l''
From these two theorists we can see that the purpose of law is to ensure the practice of virtues
within the community and to ensure the attainment of the common good. The common good
is dependent on the individuals within the community and can only be achieved once
individuals in society practice virtues in their day to day lives. The virtues promoted in law
arc meant to ensure that society operates smoothly and no individual interferes with the rights
of another person.
The Natural Law Theory is relevant to the study as it provides a basis for law being used as
an instrument to promote virtues and ethics in the society as a whole. Law can thus be used to
promote virtues such as aecountabi lity among the members of society, especiall y the leaders.
The social contract theory advanced by Thomas Hobbes, John Locke and Jean Jacques
Rousseau is also relevant to this study. The three scholars looked at the theory from different
perspectives. Thomas Hobbes stated that the state of nature made life poor, nasty, brutish and
short and in order to avoid this fate, there must be guarantees that people will not harm one
another. People must be able to rely on one another to keep their agreements. Only a
govern ment is capable of these two things and thus the need for a government. In establishing
a government, people give up some of their personal freedom and give the government the
authority to enforce laws and agreements. This forms the social contract. Those Iiving under a
government are parties to the social contract. Each person agrees to follow the laws of the
state on the condition that everyone else does the same. In doing so, everyone is relatively
safe from each other and benefit from the other social goods will result. The state exists to
17 Vicru S, ' Aris totle 's Influence on the Na tural Law Theory olSt Th om as Aquinas'. 120.




enforce the rules necessary for socia l living. The gove rnment is given the duty to ensure the
safety and provision ofsoc ial goods of the people."
However, Locke has a contrary view about the state of nature. He does not view the state o f
nature as miserable as Hobbes does. It was reasonably good and enjoya ble, but property was
not secure. He further says that the state of nature was a state of perfect and complete liberty
to conduct one's life as one best sees fit. It was free from the inter ference of others. In that
state of nature, all were equal and independent." I-Ie argued that the obligation to obey civil
gove rnment under the soc ial cont ract was conditional upon the protection not only of the
person but also of private property. If a sovereign violated these terms, he could be j ustifiably
overthrown.21
Rousseau was of the opinion that in the state of nature man was unwarlike and somewhat
undeveloped in his reasoning powers, sense of morality and responsibility. When, however,
people agreed for mutual protection to surrender individual freedom of act ion and establish
laws and gove rnment, they then acquired a sense of moral and civic obligation . In order to
retain its esse ntial moral characte r, gove rnment must thus rest on the consent of the governed,
the general wil1.22
Despite their varied views on the state of nature, they have a common view on the social
contract and the obligation bestowed upon the gove rnment. The soc ial contract theory
provides a basis lor acco untability by leaders in carrying out the duties entrusted to them. In
the event they do not fulfil their obligations, they can be elected out of offiee by the people.
There fore, leaders must undertake their dut ies and be acco untable to the publie.
John Rawls expounds on the theory of ju stice. According to him, justice is the first virtue of
socia l institutions, as truth is of systems of thought.i'' Being first virtues of human act ivities,
IQ ' Soc ia l Contract T heory' 1\va ilablc at http:// \\'\I'\I'.csus.cdu/ indi\'/!lltwskiIId/cthics/scLhtm accessed on 29
November 2015 .
~o ' Soe i a l Co ntract Theory by Hobbes, Loc ke 1\vai lab lc at
https://llwlI·.acadcmia.cdu I3 13X759/Soeial Co ntract Theon' b\' Hobbcs Locke and Rou ssea u accessed on
29 Nov ember 20 15.
~ I ' Social Co ntract Poli t ica l Phi losophy' 1\va ilab lc at !lliP://\\'\\'II".bri tannica.com/topic/socia l-cont rac l accessed
on 29 No vember 20 15.
~~' Soe i a l Con tract Political Philosophy' 1\vailablc at http ://\ \w\\'.b ritan nica .eom/topic/social -eontrac t accessed
on 29 November 20 15.
~.1 Rawl s .I. The()JJI of Justice The Be lknap Press or Har vard University Press Cambridge, Massachusetts,




truth and j ustice arc uncornpromising.i" The principles of ju stice apply to the basic structure
of society, The principles of ju stice lo r the basic structures of soc iety are the object of the
original agreement. They are the principles that free and rational persons concerned with
furthering their own interests would accept in an initial position of equality as defining the
fundamental terms of their association. T hese principles are to regul at e all furth er
agreem ents, They speci fy thc kinds of social cooperation that can be entered into and the
forms of government that can be established.25 The principles ofju stice are the resu It of a fair
b . 26agreement or argai n.
The first principle of justice states that each person is to have an equal right to the most
extensive scheme of equal basic liberties. The seco nd principle states that soc ial and
econo mic inequalities are to be arranged so that they arc both reasonably expected to be to
everyo ne's advantage, and attached to positions and offices open to all. The seco nd principle
applics to thc distribut ion of income and wealth and to the design of organizations that make
usc of diffcrcnccs in authority and responsibility, Whilc the distributi on ofwca lth and income
nccd not be equal, it must be to everyo ne's advantage, and at the same time, positions of
author ity and responsib ility must be accessi ble to all. One applies the second principle by
holding positions open, and then, subject to this constraint, arranges social and economic
inequalities so that everyone benefits."
Finally, in regard to the second princip le, the distribution of wealth and income, and positions
of authority and responsibil ity, is to be consistent with both the basic libert ies and equality of
opportunity. All soc ial values, Iibcrty and opportunity, income and wealth , and the
soc ial bases of sel f- respect arc to be distributed equally unless an unequal distributi on of any,
or all, ofthcsc values is to everyone's advantage."
24 Rawls, Theory ofJustice , 4.
25 Rawls. Theory ofJustice. 10.
26 Rawls. Theory ofJustice, I I.
27 Ra wls. Theory ofJustice. 53.
28 Rawls. Theory of Justice. 54.
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Aristotle defines ju stice as a state of mind that encourages man to perform j ust actions, ju st
meaning lawful, fair and virtuous.i" The theory of justice and its principles primarily apply to
the basic structure of society and govern the assignment of rights and duties and regulate the
distribution of social and economic advantages" It is necessary for soc ial institutions and
ensures that rights and duties are distributed fairly. This is especially in regard to positions of
authority and responsibility. These positions should be open and ensure that everyone
benefits. This responsibility is given to leaders to ensure that their positions are open to all
and everyone benefits and not j ust a single individual. The need for accountability and the
practice of virtues therefore arises in the course of ones duties to ensure that everyone
benefits from the position of leadership and authority. The actions of the leaders in
accordance with justice must therefore be fair and virtuous which is the basis of the research
problem.
The theory of individualism is another relevant theory to the study. Corruption is defined as
an extreme form of individualism. Individualism is defined as actions of self-rewarding
agents aiming exclusively towards improvement of their personal welfare. Individualism is
considered acceptable if it pursued in compliance with generally accepted fairness norms.
Corruption therefore does not comply with the fairness norrns.i' Individualism is an
acceptable societal behavior if it conforms to the common fairness norms. Individuals have
varying degrees of individualism. Despite these varying degrees of individualism among
individuals there is an agreed standard on the fairness norms. The fairness norms may differ
from one society to another depending on the societal values. There is a link between
corruption and individuals. Individuals' desires to improve their personal welfare without
regard for common fairness norms are what results in corruption. This theory is important
and relevant to the study as it provides a basis for corruption in the society and shows the link
between individuals and corruption.
29 Thomson .I. The Ethics of Aristotle, Pengu in Cla ss ics, 1953, book V, 120-2.
3D Rawl s, Theory ofJustice. 53.
31 A rghyrou M. G, <Corrupti on as a fo rm ofextreme individualism: All economic
explanat ion based Oil geography and climate conditions ' CardiIT Economics Wor king Papers (20 10), 3.
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CHAPTER 3: IMPLEMENTATION OF CHAPTER 6
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Thc 20 I0 Constitution introduces national values and principles of governancc" and further
devotes a chapter on Icadership and integrity. Absence of an adequate and enforceable code
of ethics and normative standards for the public service has, since independence, created a
public service weighed down by problems like rent seeking, corruption, poor governance,
mismanagement of resources, tribalism, criminal conduct and impunity, among others.
Constitut ional implementation can be understood in two senses:
I. the day-to-day process of fidelity to the text as well as principles that are legitimately
derivable from the Constitution by all organs involved in thc governance process and
II. opcrationalization of the Constitution during the transition period immediately after
promulgation of that Constitution.v'
The effec t iveness of Chapter 6 in curbing corruption among state officials and ensuring that
the valucs and principlcs provided in the Chapter are adhered to is dependent on its
imp lerncntation.
3.2 PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 6
Chapter 6 provides guiding principles that are to be followed by leaders as they undertake
their duties in their respective offices , It specifically applies to State officers. Article 260 of
the 20 I0 Constitution defines a State office r as person holding a State Office.
The guiding principles of Icadcrship include; selection on the basis of personal integrity,
competence and sustainability; objectivity and impartiality in decision making; selfless
service based on public interest; accountability to the public for decisions and actions and
discipline and commitment in service to the people."
A Statc official is required to take and subscribe to an oath or affirmation before assuming a
State office in the manner and form subscribed by the Third Schedule or by an Act of
32 Article 10. Constitution ojKenya (20 10).
.>3 Sihanya 13 , 'Constitutional imp lementation in Keny a. 20 10-20 15: Challenges and prospects' , FES Kenya
Occasional Paper No.5. 3.
}.l Article 73(2), Constitution 0.( Kenya (20 10).
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Parliamcnt.35 A State officer is required to behave in public, official, private life and
association with others in a way that avoids ; conflict between personal interest and public or
offic ial duties, compromising any public or official interest in favour of a personal interest
and demeaning the office the officer holds.36
A State officer who contravenes Article 75( I), 76, 77 or 78(2) is subject to the relevant
disciplinary procedures and may be dismissed or removed from office." A person who has
been dismissed or removed from office due to the disciplinary procedure is disqualifi ed from
'Sholding any other State office."
A gift or donation to a State officer on a public or offic ial occasion is a gift or donation to the
Republic and must be delivered to the State unless exempted under an Act of Parliarneru."
This is to ensure that a State Officer is not bribed in the form of gift or donations. A bribe can
easily pass unnoticed if it is given under the pretence of a gift or donation. A State officer
cannot maintain a bank account outside Kenya except in accordance with an Act of
Parliament or seek or accept a personal loan or benefit in circumstances that compromise the
integrity of the State officer.4oThis provision is important as it avoids conflict of interest and
ensures that the financial situation of the individual is transparent at all times. A full-time
State officer is not allowed to participate in any other gainful employment." In addition, a
State officer is not allowed to hold office in a political party.42 These two provisions are also
a way of avoiding conflict of interest by the state offi cer and ensuring that he does not have
loyalty to a specific party that might affect his duties. A person who is not a Kenyan citizen is
not eligible for election or appointment to a State office.43 This is a way of guaranteeing
opportunities for Kenyan citizens.
Parliament is to enact legislation to establish an independent ethics and anti-corruption
commission that will have the status and powers of a commission under Chapter Fifteen for
35 A rticle 74, Constitution ofKenya (20 I0) .
36 Art icle 75( I), Consti tution ofKenya (20 I0) .
37 Article 75(2),COIISli l lll io ll of Kenya (20 I0).
3S A rticle 75(3) . Constitution ofKenya (20 I0) .
39 Article 76( I ), Constitution ofKenya (20 10) .
.;0 Article 76(2), Constitution ofKenya (20 10) .
~ I A rtic le 77( I), Constitution ofKenya (20 10).
.12 A rtic le 77(2), Constitution of Kenya (20 10) .




purposes of ensuring compliance with, and enforcement of the provisions of Chapter 6.44
The legislation is to deal with, inter alia, the following issues;
a) establishing procedures and mechanisms for the effective administration of this
Chapter;
b) prescribing the penalties, in addition to the penalties referred to in Article 75, that may
be imposed for contravention of this Chapter;
c) providing for the application of this Chapter, with the necessary modifications, to
public officers;
d) making any other provision necessary for ensuring the promotion of the principles of
leadership and integrity mentioned in this Chapter and the enforceme nt of this
rsChapter: )
The Sixth Schedule of the Constitution establishes the Constitutional Implementation
Oversight Committee (CIOC) and the Commission for the Implementation of the
Constitution (CIC). These two organs are responsible for the implementation of the
Constitution, including Chapter 6.46
A number of strides have been taken in order to facilitate the implementation of the Chapter.
The two main ways is through passing of legislations and the establishment of various
institut ions.
3.3 LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
3.3 .1 Public Officers Ethics Act No. 4 0[2003
The Act was passed in 2003, prior to the promulgation of the 20 I0 Constitution. It applies to
public officers and sets out a general code of conduct and ethics for public officers .47
Accord ing to Article 260 of the 20 10 Constitution, a public officer means any state officer or
any person other than a state officer, who holds a public office . Public officer therefore
cove rs a wider scope than a state officer.
44 Article 79, Constitution of Kenya (20 I0) .
·15 Article XO. Constitution of Kenya (20 I0).
.16 Sect ion 4 and 5 of the Sixth Schedule, Constitution of Kenya (20 I0).




It has provisions on conflict of interest, rule of law, professionalism and declaration of
income, assets and liabilities of certain public offi cers. The Act provides guidelines of
required professional and ethical conduct of public offi ces even before the promulgation of
the 20 I0 Constitution. The Act works hand in hand with the Leadership and Integrity Act
20 I2.48
3 .3.2 The Leadership and Integrity Act No. 19 of 2012
This law was passed to give effect to and establish procedures and mechanisms for the
effective administration of Chapter 6 of the Constitution; to promote ethics, integrity and
servant leadership among state officers and to provide for the extension of the application of
certain provisions of Chapter 6 of the Constitution." It provides a genera l leadership and
integrity code.i" Unless otherwise provided, the provisions of the Public Officer Ethics Act
2003 shall form part of the Code." In the event the provisions of this Act are in conflict with
thc Public Officer Ethics Act, 2003, the former shall prevail.52 It contains provisions on
professionalism, confl ict of interest, rule of law, financial integrity, political neutral ity,
impartiality and confl ict of interest among others.
A state officer is required to pay taxes within the required period.53 This is necessary to
ensure that all citizens in the country are equal including State officers who are required to
pay taxes like any other citizen. This is espec ially important as there were laws passed
previously that attempted to exempt certain State officers from paying taxes. State officer
must respect the following values, principles and the requirements of the Constitution;
a) the national values and principles provided for under Article 10 of the Constitution;
b) the rights and fundamental freedoms provided for under Chapter Four of the
Const itution;
c) the responsibilities of leadership provided for under Article 73 of the Constitution;
d) the principles governing the conduct of State officers provided for under Article 75 of
the Constitution;
e) the educational, ethical and moral requirements in accordance with Articles 99( 1)(b)
and 193( I)(b) of the Constitution;
.18 No . 19 01'2012 .
·19 Sih anya 13 , 'Constitutional implementation in Keny a. 20 I0-20 15: Challenges and prospects ' , 10.
50 Part II, Leadership and Integrity Act (Act No. 19 or 20 12).
51 Section 6(3). l.eadership and Integrity Act (A ct No. 19 or 20 12).
S~ Se ction 6(4), Leadersh ip and Integrity Act (Act No. 19 o r 20 12).
5) Sect ion 33( I), Leadership and integrity Act (Act No . 19 or 20 12).
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f) in the case of County governments , the objectives of devolution provided for under
Article 174 of the Constitution ;
g) the values and principles of Public Service as provided for under Article 232 of the
Constitution.5-1
The Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission is requited to come up with regulations for the
better carrying out of the provisions of this Act. 55 The Commission referred to is the Ethics
and Anti-Corruption Commission defined in section 2 of the Act. The Act has two Schedules;
the First Schedule includes a Self-Declaration Form that must be completed by state officers,
and the Second Schedule gives a list of interests all state officers should disclose publicly .
Some of the interests that should be disclosed and registered include:
I. Directorships in public or private companies, whether or not remunerated.
2. Remunerated employment (including office, trade, profession or vocation which is
remunerated or which the State officer has any pecuniary interest).
3. Contracts (or supply of goods and services.
4. Public affai rs advice and services to clients.
5. Land and property.
6. Gifts, benefits and hospitality (to a State officer or the State officer 's spouse or
partner or child or any other material benefit of a prescribed value, from a compan y,
organization or person within Kenya or overseas, which relates substantially to the
membership ofa state office to a state office or Parliament or County Assembly).
7. Pending civil and criminal cases touching on the State officer or business associate or
firm.
8. Possession of dual citizenship or pending applications for dual citizenship and the
status of such application.
Each public entity is required to prescribe a specific Leadership and Integrity Code for the
state offi cers in that public entity. The specifi c Leadership and Integrity Code prescribed by a
public entity must include all the requirements in the general Leadership and Integrity Code
under Part II of the Act and may provide the manner in which any requirements of the
specific or general Code may be satisfied.56 In the event a public entity has not prescribed a
54 Section 3(2), Leader ship and Integrity Act (Act No . 19 01" 20 12).
55 Section 54( 1), l.eadership and Integrity Act (Act No . 1901"20 12).
56 Sectio n 37( 1) & 37(2). Leade rship and integrity Act (Act No . 19 01"2012 ).
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the Director of Public Prosecutions, with respect to criminal matters;
I . I' 60any ot rer appropriate aut ronty
-,
J
speci fi e Leadership and Integrity Code, the general Code under Part II of the Act shall apply
as though it were the specific Leadership and Integrity Code prescribed by the public entity."
A state officer is required upon appointment or election to sign and commit to the speci fi c
Leadership and Integrity Code issued by the relevant public entity at the time of taking the
oath of office or within seven days of assuming a State office.5s
A breach of the Code by a state officer amounts to misconduct for which the state officer may
be subjected to disciplinary proceedings.i" Section 42 of the Act outlines the procedure for
lodging complaints and investigations against a state officer. If upon investigation, the public
entity is of the opinion that civil or criminal proceedings ought to be preferred against the
respective state officer, the public entity shall refer the matter to:
a) the Commission or the Attorney-General, with respect to civil matters;
b)
c)
The prosecution of any state officer is not a bar to other steps that the Commissi on may
consider necessary." Any person convicted of an offence under this Act, for which no
penalty is expressly provided, shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding five
hundred thousand shillings, or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years, or to
both.62 The Commission shall submit an annual report, containing all the information relevant
to the enforcement of and compliance with the provisions of this Act, to the President and
Parilament.63
There have been claims that Cabinet and Parliament adulterated the Leadership and Integrity
Bill that had been drafted and approved by the Commission for Implementation of the
Constitution (CIC). Some of the alleged changes include the vetting measures for individuals
seeking elective posts. Stringent measures had been put in place; the Ethics and Anti-
Corruption Commission was required to issue a Certificate of Compliance with Chapter 6
which would then clear them to vic. This provision was however removed by Cabinet which
57 Section 38, l.eadership and lntegrity Act (Act No. 19 of 20 12).
58 Section 40 . Leadership and lntegrity Act (Act No. 19 of 20 12).
59 Section 4 1( I). l.eade rship and Integrity Act (Act No. 19 of 20 12).
60 Section 43( I), Leadership and Integrity Act (Act No. 19 of 20 12).
6 1 Section 43(5), Leadership and Integrity /let (Act No. 19 of 20 12).
6~ Se ction 47, Leadership and Integrity Act (Act No. 19 of 20 12).
6 ) Sect ion 45( I), l.eadersh ip and integrity Act (Act No. 19 of 20 12).
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cited time constraints and impracticability of the proposed vetting process as being among the
reasons for the amendment.64
Moreover, the original Bill made declaration of income, assets and liabilit ies of all state
officers mandatory. Cab inet watered this down to a provision for an optional declaration of
assets and liabilities.65 This is an impediment to having all state officers accountable for their
wealth and hinders discovery of fraudulent gain of personal wealth.66 The Self Declaration
Form provided in the First Schedule does not contain a provision for declaration of income,
assets and liabilities.
There are also criticisms that the provisions on the participat ion of state officers in
procurement are ambiguous and poorly drafted. The provisions requiring state officers to be
of good standing in their professions are good but weak. Furthermore, there ought to be
sanctions for state officers who give false information .in the self-declarations required for
elective officers under the First Schedule.67
3.3 .3 The Eth ics and Anti-Corruption Commission Act No. 22 of 2011
The Act establishes the EACC pursuant to Article 79 of the Const itution. It provides for the
functions and powers of the Commission, the qualifications and procedures for the
appointment of the Chairperson and members of the Commission. The Commission is the
successor to the Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission (KACC).6s
The Commission is composed of a chairpe rson and two other members in accordance with
the Constitution and the Act.69 Some of the functions of the Comm ission in addit ion to those
set out in Article 252 of the Constitution include:
a) receiving complaints on the breach of the code of ethics by public officers;
6·\ • Francis Murci thi: Cabinet di lutes Bi ll on integrity' The Star. Nairobi, 7 August 20 12 Avai lab le at
http://m\"w.thL:-star.eo .ke/news/article-7 IS I/eabinet-d ilutcs -bill-intcgrity accessed on 27 November 20 15.
65 • Bernard Namunanc: Diluted Integrity l3ill opens door to corrupt leadership ' Nation Media, 14 August, 20 12
A va ila b le at http ://\\ww.kenvaeentral .eom/!!.eneral/4 7SSS-di luted- inte!!.ritv-bi II-opel~s-door-to-corrupt­
leaclersh ip .html?print accessed on 27 November 2015.
66 B. Sihanya, Constitutional implementation in Kenya, 20 I0-20 15: Challenges and prospects, 1I.
67 • Report or Imp lemen tation or chapter 6 or the Constitution', 5 Ava ilab le at
D!!.I1 ://inl() .mza lendo.eom/media roo t/file archive/Report on Implementat ion or Chap 6.JlliLaeeessed on 24
Novembe r 20 15.
6RB. Siha nya, Co ns titutiona l imp leme ntation in Kenya. 20 I0-20 15: Cha lle nges and prospects, 9.
6q Section 4, Ethics and ..inti-corrupt ion Act (Act No . 22 or 20 I I).
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b) invest igating and recommending to the Director of Public Prosec utions the
prosecution of any acts of corruption or violation of cedes of ethics;
c) recommending appropriate action to be taken against State office rs or public officers
alleged to have engaged in unethical conduct;
d) oversee ing; the enforce ment of codes of ethics prescribed for public office rs;
e) advisi ng, on its own initiative, any person on any matter within its functio ns;
f) rais ing publ ic awareness on ethical issues and educate the public on the dangers of
corruption and enlist and foster public support in combating corruption but with due
regard to the requirements of the Anti-Corruption and Economic Crimes Act, 2003
(No.3 of2003), as to confidentia lity."
The Commission is required to keep proper books and records of acco unt of the income,
expenditure, assets and liabil ities of the Commission. " The Commiss ion may request legal
advice from the Attomey-Ge nera l.Y The Commission may make regulations for the better
carrying out of this Act, with respect to:
a) the appo intment, including the power to confirm appo intments of persons , to any
office in respect of which it is responsible under this Act;
b) the disciplinary control and termination of appointments of employees of the
Commiss ion;
c) the practice and procedure of the Commission in the exercise of its functions under
this Act.73
3.4 INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
3.4.1 Commission for Implementation of the Constitution (CIC)
Sect ion 5( I) of the Sixth Schedu le of the 20 I0 Constitution estab lishes the Commiss ion. The
Commiss ion is subject to provis ions of Articles 248 to 254 of the 20 10 Constitution that
app lies to Commissions and Independent Offices. The Commiss ion comprises of a
chairperson and eight other mcmbers. i"
The functions of the Commission arc to;
70 Section I I, Ethics and Anti-corruption Act (Act No . 22 or 20 I I).
71 Sec tion 26( I). Ethics and Anti-corruption Ael (Act No . 22 o r 20 II ).
t: Se ction 3 I. Ethics and Anti-corruption Act (Act No . 22 or 20 I I) .
n Section 32, Ethics and Anti-corruption Act (Ac t No . 22 or 20 I I).
7·1 Section 5(2) or the Sixth Schedule, Const itution ofKenya (20 I0).
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a) Monitor, facilitate and oversee the development of legislation and administrative
procedures required to implement the Constitution;
b) Co-ordinate with the Attorney-General and the Kenya Law Reform Commission 111
preparing, for tabling in Parliament, the legislation required to implement the
Constitution ;
c) Report regularly to the Constitutional Implementation Commission Oversight
Committee on progress in the implementation of this Constitution and any
impediments.to its implementation; and
d) Work with each constitutional commission to ensure that the letter and spirit of this
Constitution is respected. "
Pursuant to its constitutional mandate, CIC has filed several suits seeking the court's
intervention to ensure that Parliament enacts laws which are envisaged in the Constitution of
Kenya 20 I0, and ensure due process is followed in the development of legislation and
administrative procedures required to implement the Constitution. Further, CIC has also held
Parliament accountable to enact the laws with specific deadlines as outlined in Chapter 4 and
5 of the Constitution ." In Commission for the Implementation of the Constitution ' v
Parliament of Kenya & 5 others'', the High Court dismissed a petition challenging the
constitutionality of the Leadership and Integrity Act 2012. The Petitioner argued that the
Parliament (1 st Respondent) diluted and watered down the Bill prepared by CIC in
consultation with stakeholders during the enactment process as a result of which the final
product failed to meet the constitutional threshold as contemplated by Article 80 of the
Constitution. Further, the Act as passed undermined the mandate of the EACC in as far as it
failed to provide procedures and mechanisms for it to usc in the enforcement of the Act. The
Court held that these mechanisms were to be supplemented by rules and regulations passed
by the EACC which had not at the time been enacted. The presumption was that the concerns
would be dealt with by the rules and regulations.
In CIC v National Assembly, the Senate and the AG, 78 CIC filed this petition to challenge a
Gazette Notice by which the National Assembly published Constitutional (Amendment) Bill,
2013. This Bill sought to amend Article 260 of the Constitution by deleting the offices of
75 Sec tion 5(6) or the Sixth Schedule, Constitution of Kenya (2010).
76 . Report or lmplcm cntation or chapter 6 or the Constitution' , 12 Available at
hllp:/linro.l11zalcndo.com/mcdia root/lilc archivc/Rcport on Implcmcntation o r Chap 6.pdr access ed on 24
November 20 J5.
77 120 131cKLR.




Members or Parliament, Judges, Magistrates and Members of County Assemblies from the
list or designated Stare Offices. The Bill was unconstitutional for, inter alia, purporting to
remove thc mentioned state officers from the ambit of Chapter 6 and exempting them from
paying taxes. The Court agreed with CIC that the proposcd amendments were
unconstitutional although the petition was dismissed on the basis of separation of powers and
that the judi ciary could not issue an injunction to the legislature to prohibit it form
discharging its mandate.
3.4.2 Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC)
The EACC was created in 20 II by the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission Act 20 II ,
replacing the former Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission with the mandate to investigate
corruption and economic crimes as well as awareness-raising on the damaging impact or
corruption. The EACC is mandated to combat and prevent corruption and economic crimes in
Kenya through law enforcement, preventive measures, public education and promotion of
standards and practices or integrity, ethics and anti-corruption." Section II of the Ethics and
Anti-Cor ruption Act 20 11 sets out the functions of the EACe.
The Commission has recovered assets from corrupt public officials, including the Woodley
Estate, Mornbasa Recreational Beach and the Grand Regency Hotel (now the Laico
Rcgcncy).The EACC had this money restored to the Central Bank of Kenya. It has also
carried out research and monitoring of trends and public perception of corruption in public
institutions, which has helped to expose rampant corruption as ranked by sectors , counties,
public institutions and based on di fferent o ffences , The EACC has spearheaded the drafting
of rcgulations to Leadership and Integrity Act, 2012.80
3.5 ROLE OF COURTS IN IMPLEMENTATION OF CHAPTER 6
In addition to pieces of legislation being passed by Parliament and institutions being set up to
facilitate the implementation of Chapter 6, cases have been presented to Court in order to
ensure compliance with provisions of Chapte r 6 and related laws. The following cases are
good illustrations;
79 . Rep ort of lmplcrncntation of chapter 6 of the Constitution ' ,16. Ava ilablc at
hltp: //inlo .mzalcndo.com /mcdi a roo t/ fi lc archivc/Report on Imp lem entation of Chap 6 .pd racccsscd on 24
Nov ember 20 15.
so No. 19 0 1' 2012.
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In Benson Riitho Mure ithi v J. W. Wakhungu & 2 others,SI the basis of the petition was that
the 151 respondent fa i led to take into consideration the provisions of Artic le 73 in Chapter 6 of
the Constitution when making the said appointment. The petitioner avers that the Interested
Party lacks integrity and it is therefo re illegal and unconstitutional for him to hold such an
office . The Interested Party was appointed Chairman of the Athi Water Services Board. The
petitioner claimed that there were serious unresolved questions with regard to the integrity of
the Interested Party which did not appear to have been considered by the 151 respondent in
making the appointment. The Petitioner asserted that it was the duty of the I st respondent to
consider thc issues and, in exercise of the powers vested in her office under section 51 of the
Water Act, app lied in accordance with the Constitution, make a determination of the
suitability of the Interested Party under Chapter 6 of the Const itution. The Court held that the
15t respondent' s fai lure and omission to have regard to personal integrity, character,
competence and suitability when making the appointment of the Chairman of the Athi Water
Services Board was unlawful and unconstitutional and that the appointment of the Interested
Party as Chairman of the Athi Water Services Board was therefore declared null and void.
In Independent Policing Oversight Authority & ano ther v Attorney General & 660 others ,82
the issue raised was concerning the police recruitment of 10,000 Police Constables country-
wide. The recruitment was carried out on 14th July 201 4 in various centers countrywide as
designated by the National Police Service Commission (NPSC). Successful candidates were
issued with Docket Numbers together with jo ining instructions. Complaints were however
raised as to the recruitment and the Independent Policing Oversight Authority (IPOA)
allegedly received evidence documenting credible widespread irregularities in the manner in
which the exercise had been carried out. Based on the evidence it received, IPOA
recommended to the NPSC and the National Police Service (NPS) the cancelling of the entire
recru itment process and the carrying out of a fresh one. The NPSC declined to repeat the
exercise but instead opted to form a Multi-Agency Working Committee to investigate the
claims of alleged irregularities and misconduct during the said exercise. Claims were made
that the recruitment did not follow any specific guide lines and were thus not transparent and
acco untable as required under Article 73 of the Constitution. The Court held that the
recruitment was in contravention of Articles 10, 27, 73, 232, 244, 246 and 249 the
81 120141 cKLR.
82 120 14 1cKLR.
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Constitution and Sections 10 and 12 of the Nat ional Police Service Comm ission Act and is
thus illegal, null and void ab initio.
In Legal Adv ice Centre aka Kituo Cha Sheria v Attorney General & 3 others ,S3 the petitioner
challenged the nominations for appo intment of the Petition Committee by the 2nd
Respondent, the Cabinet Secretary for the Nat ional Treas ury. The petitioner clai med that one
of the nominees, Jackline Chepke rnoi Kimeto had pending disc iplinary proceedings before
the Advocates Disciplinary Tribunal and is therefore unfit to hold public office under Chapter
Six, Articles 10(2)(a) and 232( I)(a) of the Consti tution. The Court held that Ms. Kimeto was
not barred from holding public office as there was insufficient evidence to prove these
allegations. The Court therefore dismissed the petition.
In Marson Intergrat ed Limited v Minister fo r Public Works & Ano ther,84 the petitioner
alleged that the appo intment of the Interested Party by the Minister was unprocedural. This is
due to the fact that the Interested Party' s nomination had been withdrawn. Further, the
Interested Party did not meet the qualifieations provided for under section 7 of the National
Construction Authority Act of 20 II that require the individual to be a holder of a Higher
Diploma in a relevant field and have at least 10 years' experience in the construction
industry. The petitione r also contends that the appointment was in breach of Chapter 6 of the
Constitution as the Interested Party does not meet the constitutional threshold for public
officers. The basis of this conte ntion is that the Certificate from the Kenya Polytech nic was
falsified, as was the CV. The Petitioner also alleged that the Interested Party was involved in
corr upt dealings. The Court held that the Interested Party did not meet the integrity threshold
set out in Article 73 of the Constitution and his appointment did not accord with the national
values and principles set out in Article 10 and declared the appointment of Kennedy Ondit i
by the Ist Respondent as a Board Member of the National Construction Authority null and
void.
Mu nto Ma teinu v Trusted Society ofHum an Right s A lliance & 5 others85 is an appeal case in
the Court of Appeal. The Appeal is from a decisio n from the High Court setting aside the
appoi ntment of the appellant as the Chairperson of the Ethics and Anti-Corruption
Commission on the basis that he did not meet the requirements in Article 73 of the
X' p.o15 IcK L R.
s.1120 12IcK LR.
X5 f2 0131cKLR .
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Constitution. The Court of Appeal reviewed the petition and supporting affidavit and
concluded that respondent did not provide adequate particulars of the claims relating to the
alleged violations of procedural requirements and integrity by the appellant provided in the
Constitution of Kenya and the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission Act, 20 II . The Court
of Appeal ruled in favour of the appellant and set aside the judgment and orders given by the
High Court.
In John Githinji Wangondu & 6 others v Nyeri South Sub-County Cooperative Officer & 3
others ,86 the Petitioner seeks a declaration that the Ist, 2nd and 3rd Respondents are not fit to
public offices as they have failed to abide by Articles 10 (1) and (2), 28, 47 and 73 of the
Constitution of Kenya 2010. The 3rd Respondent, the Nyeri County Co-operative Officer was
accused of conduct that contravenes Articles 10, 28, 47 and 73 of the Constitution as he was
accused of failing to attend to their grievances , a behaviour not expected of him, hence unfit
to serve as a public officer . The Court found that there was no allegation of misconduct
within the meaning of Article 73 (I) (a) (i) to (iv) of the Constitution and thus no basis that
the respondents are not fit to hold public office. The Court held that there was no supporting
evidence to support the allegations and ordered that the petition be dismissed and the
Petitioners pay the costs of the petition to the Respondents.
These cases illustrate the ways in which the Courts have interpreted provisions of Chapter 6
and the requirement by the courts for sufficient evidence to prove the allegations. These cases
show a positive move towards implementing Chapter 6 and its provisions . However , despite
these developments and strides made towards implementation there are still a number of
cases where state officers are accused of violating provisions of Chapter 6 but no subsequent
action has been taken.
Sometime in 2013 one of the Governors , Mr. Evans Kidero was recorded by the media
slapping a Member of Parliament in full view of television cameras. Whereas the matter is
said to have been settled out of court, the act by the Governor was clearly in breach of
Chapter 6 which is unaffected by any private settlement. Sometime in 2013, an Executive
Director of one of the political parties was roughed up and beaten and his property damaged
by Members of the County Assembly who openly boasted about this "accomplishment".
Again this was done in full view of the media and was a clear violation of Chapter 6. A
R6 [20151 cKLR.
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member of the Senate has on severa l occas ions been recorded by the media traversing
different parts of the City with armed bodyguards brandishing weapons in public view
contrary to the law. The said bodyguards harass motorists and citizens genera lly ostensibly to
protect the Senator. There have also been media reports of the said bodyguards harass ing
public servants in Mtwapa Mornbasa on behalf of the Senator. These acts are not ju st
unlawful but clearly offend the provisions of Chapter 6. In December 2014, during the debate
on the Security Laws (amendments) Bill, there was general mayhem in the National
Assemb ly where physica l fights erupted, insults were traded liberally and property was
destroyed by members of the Nat ional Assembly. The members who participated in this
unruliness were clearly in breach of the provisions of Chapter 6 regard ing the conduct of
State officers. On 25th of January 2015, 2 members of the National Assembly were recorded
harassing and intimidating public officers in the course of their duties at the Gilgil
wcighbridge. The members not only threatened the officers but used crude and insulting
language on the officers contrary to the provisions of Chapter 6.87
3.6 CONCLUSION
Despite steps being taken towards implementing Chapter 6, there are sti ll a number of
instances of misconduct by State officials and no subsequent actions have been taken against
them evidencing laxity in implementation of Chapter 6. This shows an open disregard for the
provis ions of Chapter 6 and related laws which is a hindrance to its implementation.
S7 ' Stah: l11 l:11t on increas ing brea ches ofcha pter 6 on leade rship and integrity by state o ffi cers '. T ues da y 27
Janu ary 20 15 Avail ab le at
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CHAPTER 4 : COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF CORRUPTION LEVELS
'1· .1 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 6 of the Constitut ion endeavours to uphold and restore the rule of law in Kenya by
providing guidelines on leadership and integrity. The Constitut ion dedicates a whole chapter
to making provisions that will ensure an effective administration that cuts across all
leadership ranks." Corruption can be defined as the abuse of entrusted power for private
gain." It can also be defined as an improbity or decay in the decision- making process in
which a decision-maker consents to deviate or demands deviation from the crite rion which
should rule his or her decision-making, in exchange for a reward or for the promise or
expectation of a reward, while these motives influencing his or her decision-making cannot
be part of the justification of the decision."
Corruption can be classi fied into three categories; grand, petty and politieal depend ing on the
amount of money lost and the sector where it occurs. Grand corruption consists of acts
comm itted at a high level of government that distort policies or the central functioning of the
state, enabl ing leaders to benefit at the expense of the public good. Petty corruption refers to
everyday abuse of entrusted power by low- and mid-level public officials in their interactions
with ordinary citizens, who often are trying to access basic goods or services in places like
hospitals, schools, police departments and other agencies. Political corruption is a
manipu lation of policies, institutions and rules of procedure in the allocat ion of resources and
financing by political decision makers, who abuse their position to sustain their power, status
and wealth.9 !
The chapter entails an analysis and compar ison of the corruption levels in the country over
the past ten years. In carrying out this analys is and comparison, two sources will be used;
Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index and the Ethics and Anti-Corru ption
Commission Annual Reports.
XS 'A na lysis o r the Leadership and Integrity Bill ' Available at !lliJ)://eacli .or g/lcu islat ionIl 7-le l!islation-realll re-
anic les/33-ana lvsis-of-the-Iead ership-and-intcurit"- hiII.html acc ess ed on 10 Decem ber 20 15.
so • What is cor ruption?' Avail able at https ://www.transparenc".om /wh at-is-corrupt ion/#dcfin c accessed on 10
December 20 J5.
90 • What is cor rupt ion?' A vai lab lc at http://www.cor rupl ie.or u/cn/corrupt ion/wh at-is-cor ru ption/ accessed on 10
December 20 I5.




4.2 ANALYS IS OF CO RRUPTION LEVELS
4.2 TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL CORRRUPTION PERCEPTIONS INDEX
Transparency International started in 1993 when a few individuals decided to take a stance
against corruption. It is now present in more than 100 countries, the movement works
relentlessly to stir the world's collective conscience and bring about change. Through more
than 100 national chapters worldwide and an international secretar iat in Berlin, the
organisat ion partners with government, business and civil society to put effect ive measures
. I I I . 9?In p acc to tac <e corruption. -
The Corruption Perceptions Index was first launched in 1995 and has been widely credited
with putting the issue of corruption on the international policy agenda." The Corruption
Perceptions Index measures the perceived Icvels of public sector corruption worldwide on a
scale from 0 (highly corrupt) to 100 (very cleanj." The number of countries that participate
in the survey diffcr from one year to another.
Below is a table showing the statistics over the past 10 years in regards to Kenya.
YEAR RANK SCORE
20 14 145/175 25~)
201 3 136/177 27'Jb
20 12 139/176 27'J1
2011 154/183 2.2'J~
2010 154/ 178 2.1vv
q:! "Overview' Available at hltp s:llwwlI' .tran spa rene v.on.!./lI'holl'e are/onwni sat innl accessed on 10 December
20 15.
qJ , Corruption Perceptions Indcx' Avai lablc at hltp :llwwlI' .tra nsparcncv .or g/research/cpi /nverview accessed on
!OI)ecenlber2015 .
q.I ' Cor ruption Perceptions Index 20 14: Resul ts ' Avai lab le at hltp:II\\w lI'.transparenev.org/cpi20 14lresult s
access ed on 10 December 2015 .
q" Cnrruption Percept ions Index 201 4: Resu lts ' Available at hltp :l/ll'lI'w.transparenc v.or vepi20 14/results
accessed on 10 Dece mber 20 15.
9(> ' Cor ruption Percept ions Index 20 13' Avai lab le at hlt p:llwww.transparenc" .or u/cpi2013/results accessed on 10
December 2015.
q7' Cor ruption Perceptions Index 20 12' Avai lable at hltp :llwww.transparellt;" .org /cpi20 12/result s accessed on 10
Decem ber 20 15.
'i s . Corruption Perceptions Index 20 II' Availablc at hltp :llwww.transparene".ondcpi201 1/rc sult s accessed on 10
December 2015 .
'i 9 • Corruption Perceptions Index 20 I0' Ava ilab lc at hll p://lI'wlI'.tntnsparencv.oru/epi20 IO/ rcsu lts acc essed on
10 Decem ber 20 15.
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2009 146/1 80 2.2 1uU
2008 147/180 2. l l ll l
2007 150/ 180 2.I I U2
2006 142/ 163 2.2 I u .>
2005 144/ 159. 2. I I U4
Table 1
The score from 2005 to 20 II has been relatively stable. The increase or decrease in the score
has been a margin of 0.1. From 2012 to 2014 the score has reduced by 2. This shows an
increase in the percept ion of corrupt ion in the country. The score over the past three years has
been relatively stable except for the year 20 14 that shows a decrease in the score by two.
From the year 20 10 until 2013, Kenya's ranking seems to have improved gradually. Kenya
ranking was at its best in the year 20 13. However, Kenya's ranking dropped in the year 2014
along with the decreased score which shows the perception of increased corruption within the
country. The ranking prior to 20 10 seems to be at its lowest in the year 2005 and 2006. The
ranking however improved from 2007 and to 2009 but saw a drop in 20 I0 and 20 1I. Despite
the drop in ranking, the score shows an increase of O.I .lt can thus be seen that from 20 I0, the
perception of corruption within the country has been reducing. From 2010, Kenya's global
ranking has been improving gradua lly and the score has been relatively stable. This shows
that there has been an improvement despite the decreased score and a drop in Kenya's
pos ition in 20 14. This drop may be attributed to the increased number of corruption cases and
scandals reported in the media which in turn affected Kenyans' perspectives on corruption
within the country.
4.2.2 ETHICS AND ANTI -CORRUPTION COMMISSION ANNUAL REPORTS
The Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commiss ion is provided for under Article 79 of the 2010
Constitution and is subsequently estab lished under sect ion 3 of the Ethics and Anti-
loo 'Corruption Percep tion s Index 200 9' 1\ vailablc at b.!.w://ww\\'.tran sparcn ev .ol'!!./rc scarch!l:illftvi 2009#rcsult s
accessed on 10 December 2015.
IOI ' Cor ruption Perception s Index 2008 ' Available at
http ://www.tra nsparency.org/rcsearch/cpi/cpi 200 S/0/#results access ed on 10 December 2015 .
102' Corruption Perceptions Inde x 2001' Ava ilable at
http ://W\\"\\'.lntIlSparcllc v.org /re scareh/epi /cpi 2007/0/#rcsult s accessed 0 11 10 December 20 15.
ICD'Corruptioll Percept ions Inde x 2006' Av ai lab le at
htt p://\\"\\'w.transparellcY.oru/n:seareh/cr i/epi 200 6/0/#results accessed on 10 December 20 15.
IO.I'Corruption Perceptions Index 2005' Availablc at
http://\\ ·\\'\\,.trill1sra rellcy.or g/research/cp i/cpi 200 5/0/#rcsults accessed on 10 Decem ber 2015.
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Corruption Act, 2011. The Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commi ssion prepares annual reports
in compliance with section 27 of the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Act, 20 11. The reports
submitted contain information on investigat ions carried out in regards to corrup tion c laims,
steps towards corruption prevention, institutional capac ity building, national and integrat ion
engagements, challenges encountered and auditor reports.
The tables below provide statistics on corruption reports reported to the Commission from the
year 20 13/2014 to the yea r 2010/201I.











OFFICE NO. OF REPORTS
Nairobi (Headquarters) 2,044
Kisumu Regional Office 659
Morn basa Regional Office 320
Eldoret Regional Office 227
Nyer i Regional Office 79
Gar issa Regional Office 26
TOTAL -. -. ~ ~ I 06.J,.J))
Table 3:2012/2U13
105 Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC), Report of Activities and Financial Statements for the
Financia l Year 20 I3/20 /-I . 2014, 3.
106Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC), Report of Activities and Financial Statements fo r the
Financia l Year 2012/2013.20 13.3.
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The number of reports received in 2009/2010 by the Commission was 4,372 .109 In
2008/2009, the number of reports received was 4,33 5 and in 2007/2008 4,4 85 repo1s.110111
During 2006/2007, the Commission received 8,188 reports.r" The number of reports
received in 2005/2006 was 7,888. 113The Commission received 3,234 reports in the year
2004/200 5. 114
107 Ethics and An ti-Corruption Commissio n (EACC). Report oj Activities and Fi nancial Statements fo r the
Financial Year 2011/20 12, 20 12.3.
lOR Kenya A nti -Corruption Commission (KACC), Annual Report ofActivities and Financial Statementsfor the
Financial Year 2010/20 1/. 20 1L 5.
10<> Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission (KACC), A nnua l Report of Activities and Financial
Statementsfor the Fina ncial Year 2009120 10, 20 I0, 18.
n o Kenya An ti-Corruption Commi ssion (KACC). AII II I/al Report ofActivities and Financial Statements fo r the
Fi nancial Year 2008/2009. 2009. 22.
I I I Kenya An ti-Corrupt ion Commission (K ACC), Annual Report {ifActivities and Financial Statementsfor the
Financial Year 2007/2008 ,200S, 4.
I I~ Kenya An ti-Corruption Commission (K ACC), AII II I/al Report ofActivities and Finan cial Statements f or the
Financial Year 2006/2007,2007, 4.
113 Kenya A nti -Corruption Commission (KACC), Annual Report ofActivities and Financial Statements fo r the
Fina ncia l Year 2005/2006. 2006, 11.
11·1 K enya A nti-Co rruptio n Commission (KACC), Annual Report ofActivities and Financial Statements fo r the
Fi nancial Year 200-l!2005. 2005. 13
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Figure 1, Source.Author
The graph above represents the number of corruption reports received over the last ten years
by the Commission.
The number of reports in 2013/2014 increased by 19% from 2012/20 13. 115 The number of
reports reported dropped by 36% in 20 I2/20 I3 compared to 20 I 1/20 12.This may be
attributed to the reforms in government which have created institutions that complement the
mandate of the Commission, for example the Commission on Administrative Justice
(CAJ).1 16 The number of reports received by the Commission dropped by 26.4% in
2011/2012 compared to 2010/2011. 117 The number of reports received by the Commission
increased by 62.5% in 20 I0/20 II compared to 2009/20 IO. The increase can be attributed to;
increased media publicity, regional expansion programme and intensified outreach program
carried out around the country. I IS
115 Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC), Report of Activities and Financial Statements fo r the
Financial Year 2013/20 1-1. 2014, 3.
116 Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC), Report of Activities and Financial Statements /01' the
Financial Year 2012/20 13. 20 13. 3.
117 Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC) , Report of Activities and Financial Statements fo r the
Financial Year 201//2012,2012,3 .
us Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission (KACC), Annual Report ofActivities and Financial Statements/or the
Financial Year 2010/2 01/ . 20 11, 5.
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The number of reports received in 200612007 increased by 3.8% in comparison to
2005/2006.//9 There was an increase of 144% in the reports received by the Commission in
the year 2005/2006 compared to 2004/2005.120
The tota l number of reports received by the Commission from the period 2009/20 10 to
2013/20 14 arc 24, 069 in comparison to 28, 130 reports received between the year 200812009
and 2004/2005. This decrease in the number of reports may indicate reduced corrupt ion. The
year with the lowest number of reports is 2004/2005 and the highest in the year 2006/2007.
From the statistics given, the tota l number of corruption reports received by the Comm ission
has reduced since the year 2009/20 10 which indicates that the promulgation of the 20 I0
Constitution and the introduction of Chapter 6 in the Constitution has had a positive effect in
reducing corruption among other factors.
4.3 CONCLUSION
The Transparency Intcrnational Corruption Perceptions Index shows an improved ranking
from the year 20 10 to the year 20 13. However, from the two sources we can see that
corruption increased in the year 20 14. The number of reports reported to the Commission
inercased compared to 2013 and the Corruption Perceptions Index score also reduced by two
points. Despite the increase in the year 20 14, corruption has cumulative ly reduced from 20 I0
to 2014 compared to the period prior to 20 IO. This shows the positive effect of the
introduction of Chapter 6 in curb ing corruption. However, the number of corrupt ion scandals
and cases reported by the media seem to be increasing day by day. This may raise the
question as to whether the level of corruption in the country has really reduced over the years
since the promulgation of the 20 10 Constitution and the introduction of Chapter 6.
119 Kenya Anti-Corrupt ion Commission (KACC). III1Il1/al Report ojActivities and Financial Statements Jar the
Financial Veal' ] (}0612007. 2007. 21.
120 Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission (KACC). Annual Report ofActivities and Financial Statements Jar the
Financial Veal' ] ()()5/] ()()6. 2006 . 21.
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMCLUSIONS
5.1 SUMMARY
The previo us chapters looked at the provis ions of Chapter 6, the progress of its
implementatio n and an analysis of corruption levels within the country before and after the
promulgation of the 20 I0 Constitution. Regarding implementat ion, a number of laws have
been passed by Pariiarnent pursuant to the requirements set out in the Chapter. Some of these
laws include the Leadership and Integr ity Act 20 12121 and the Ethics and Ant i-Corruption
Commission Act201 1.122 Institutions have also been set up to facil itate the implementation of
the Chapter. These include the Commission for Implementation of the Constitut ion (CIC) and
the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission .
The analysis of the corruption levels within the country was based on two sources; The
Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index and the Annual Reports published
by the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission. The scope of the analysis was between the
year 2014 and 2005 . A comparison was made between the levels of corruption before and
aIter thc promulgation of the 2010 Constitution.
5.2 FINDINGS
In some cases , proper implementation of this Chapter depends on legislation, in others it will
depend on honest courts .123 Steps have been taken to facil itate the implementation of Chapte r
6 through pass ing legislation, establishing institutions and applying these laws through
various cases brought before the court. These steps have shown the governments' dedicat ion
towards implementing Chapter 6. However, the aim of the Chapter was to ensure integrity
and accountab ility among leaders and consequent ly reduce corruptio n which has been a
rampant problem in Kcnya. Implementation is key in ensuring that the objec ts of the Chapter
are achieved.
The analysis of the corruption levels showed that corruption has cumulative ly reduced since
the promulg ation of the 20 I0 Constitution. However, the level of corruption increased in the
yca r 20 14 compared to 20 13. This may indicate the lack of success of Chapter 6 in curbing
121 No. 19 01"2012.
122 No. 22 01" 20 I I.
12J Kenya' s 20 I0 Constitution. Christina Murray Available at
hltp://\\'\\'\\'.health.lIet.ae.za/lisr/pliblic laW/SlaIUKen \'as'%2020 IOf%20Co llstitlilion.pdl" accessed on 15
December 20 15.
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corruption within the country. The number of corruption scandals reported by the media also
seems to be increasing day by day. For example Kenya's anti-graft watchdog published a
report detailing corruption allegations against 175 government officia ls, with some cases
involving multi-billion-dollar Chinese-backed infrastructure projccts. l" The sca le of Kenya's
government corruption was exposed in a damning report by the country's auditor general,
who revealed that about a quarter of Kenya's $ 16 billion state budget was missing. The report
also found that j ust 1% of Kenyan government spending was " incurred lawfully and in an
eff ective way.,,125 The increase of such reports and scandals raise questions as to the
effectiveness of Chapter 6 in curbing corruption among state offic ials. The increased number
of reports and corruption scandals reported by the media may be attributed to a more aware
civil society that is bent on ensuring that integrity and accountabilit y are upheld by the
leaders.
However, from the stat istics, corruption has cumulatively reduced from 2010 as compared to
the period prior to the promulgation of the 2010 Constitution. This shows that Chapter 6 has
indeed been effect ive in curbing corrupt ion among state officia ls.
5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter 6 can be seen to have had a positive effect on corruption within the country. Despite
this success, more needs to be done as corruption scanda ls are sti ll rampant within the
country. Firstly, the pieces of legislations put in place need to be stringent. This means that
the laws put in place need to provide for heavy penalties so as to deter individuals. Some of
the legis lations passed by Parliament are not robust enough to deal with corruption problem.
For example the self-declaration form provided for in the Leadership and Integrity Aet 2012
is only for certain state officers which limits the Act's effec tiveness. The passing of robust
laws is thus the first step towards proper implementation. However, this may not bc adequate
as the individuals themselves need to be ethical. Stringent penalties may not be enough i f the
individuals in office lack ethics.
12·1, Edith Iionan: Kenya corruption watchdog makes allegations against 175 offic ials' Reuters. I April 20 15
A vai labl e at http://\\'w\\'.rclltcrs.com/articlc/20l5/04/0 I/us-kcnva-corruption-
idlJSKB NO ivlR 1;\ 12015040 I#9GxhovTOzPo30 X51v1.97 accesse d on " January 20 16.
125 • Morgan Winsor: Kenya Govern ment Corruption: State Budget Missing SI6B, I Percent or Spending Is Lawful,
Auditor General's Report Finds' lmernational Business Times. 29 May 2015 A vai labl e at
http://' ' "\I'\\'.ibtimcs.com/kenva-Qovcrnmcnt-corruption-statc-budQct-missinQ- l6b- I-pcrcent-spendinQ-lawrul-
20300 56 accessed on " January 20 16.
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Better invest igations also need to be done in corruption cases. Poor investigations may be
linked to institutional problems that need to be addressed. This may include lack of financing
or poor structure of the organization. These issues need to addressed fi rst in order to facilitate
proper investigations. Proper investigat ion is key to ensuring that the case against the
individual is successful. The EACC is responsib le for this and should therefore carry out in-
depth investigations. Despite the many corruption cases reported to the EACC and the
investigations carr ied out, there is no evidence of subsequent convictions. It is important for
justice to be done and seen to be done. This boosts the confidence in the citizens in the j ustice
system and the capability of the EACC. Collaboration between the different institutions is
also important. Proper investigations subsequently lead to convict ions as there is enough
evidence to support the case.
The media needs to continue with its active role in exposing and reporting corruption
scandals. This increases public awareness and puts pressure on the EACC and other
institutions to look into the matter. It is a very important avenue for bringing to light
corruption scandals and helping address the corruption problem in the country.
The culture of the society needs to change as a whole. There is a culture of impunity within
our country that seems to be accepted by the people. Corruption is considered part of our
culture and thus tolerated. This culture of impunity needs to be changed so as to ensure the
leaders elected are aware that their duty is to serve the citizens of the country and not for
personal gain. People need to be sensitized on this as individuals are linked to corruption and
are also that comprise thc different institutions. This can only be done by through instilling
values of integrity, accountabi lity and transparency to all citizens. This is easier said than
done but this culture must be cultivated at a young age. This must begin at the lowest level of
educa tion as this is when children are formed. This is the most effect ive way of insti lling
these important values. This is a process that will take a long time but is essent ial in changing
the society 's outlook and value-system.
5.4 CONCLUSIONS
The hypothesis was not ach ieved. The hypothesis was that adequate steps had been taken to
implement Chapter 6 and related laws but this did not result in a positive effect on corruption.
The fi ndings of the study were contrary to the hypothesis given. The findings showed that
adeq uate steps had been taken to facilitate the implementation of Chapter 6,howeve r, the
resulta nt effects of these various steps is that corruption had cumulatively reduced from the
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period of 20 I0 to 20 14. This was despite the increase in corruption reports reported in the
year 20 14 and the increased number of corruption scandals in the media.
The statement of problem and the object ives of the study were adequate ly addressed. The
first objective was to find out what laws and institutions have been set up in order to facilitate
the implementation of Chapter 6. This was addressed by looking at the different laws and
institutions that had set up in order to facilitate the implementation of Chapter 6. The laws
passed include the Leadership and Integrity Act 20 12126 and the Ethics and Anti-Co rruption
Commission Act 2011. 127 The institutions set up include the Commission for Implementation
of the Constitution (CIC) and the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission. The second
objec tive was to find out how Chapter 6 and related laws had been applied and interpreted by
the Courts to state officials specifically. A number of cases were given in line with this
objective. The last objective was to compare the level of corruption before the 20 I0
Constitution and the level of corruption after its introduction so as to assess the resultant
effect of Chapter 6 on s. corruption among state officials. The analysis and comparison was
between the year 2005 and 20 14. The two sources used were The Transparency International
Corruption Perceptions Index and the Annual Reports published by the Ethics and Anti-
Corruption Commission. These were the basis for analysis of the corruption levels in the
country before and after the promulgation of the 20 I0 Constitution. The findings showed that
corruption had cumulatively reduced despite the increase in corruption cases and scandals in
in 20 14.
126 No. 1901'2012.
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